Plasticity of interneuronal networks of the functionally isolated human spinal cord
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Abstract

The loss of walking after human spinal cord injury has been attributed to the dominance of supraspinal over spinal mechanisms. The evidence for central pattern generation in humans is limited due to the inability to conclusively isolate the circuitry from descending and afferent input. However, studying individuals following spinal cord injury with no detectable influence on spinal networks from supraspinal centers can provide insight to their interaction with afferent input. The focus of this article is on the interaction of sensory input with human spinal networks in the generation of locomotor patterns. The functionally isolated human spinal cord has the capacity to generate locomotor patterns with appropriate afferent input. Locomotor Training is a rehabilitative strategy that has evolved from animal and humans studies focused on the neural plasticity of the spinal cord and has been successful for many people with acute and chronic incomplete spinal cord injury. However, even those individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury that generate appropriate locomotor patterns during stepping with assistance on a treadmill with body weight support cannot sustain overground walking. This suggests that although a significant control of locomotion can occur at the level of spinal interneuronal networks the level of sustainable excitability of these circuits is still compromised. Future studies should focus on approaches to increase the central state of excitability and may include neural repair strategies, pharmacological interventions or epidural stimulation in combination with Locomotor Training.

Capacity of functionally isolated human spinal cord to generate locomotor patterns

The loss of standing and walking after human spinal cord injury has been attributed to the dominance of supraspinal over spinal mechanisms in the control of locomotion in primates [34;57;84;106]. The evidence for central pattern generation in humans is limited due to the inability to conclusively isolate the circuitry from descending and afferent input [17-19;21;41;60;68]. In studying the role of the human spinal cord in the generation of locomotor patterns we are restricted not only by our capacity to eliminate afferent input but also the ability to provide drugs or electrical stimulation directly to the spinal cord to activate the networks [10;62]. However, studying individuals following spinal cord injury with no detectable
influence on spinal networks from supraspinal centers can provide insight to their interaction with afferent input [28;39;66;67]. This article will focus on the role of sensory input interacting with human spinal networks to generate locomotor-like patterns in individuals with varying levels of supraspinal input. The design and interpretation of these studies rely extensively on the decades of work detailed in numerous reviews [63;77;89;94;100] and the most recent findings described throughout the other articles in this issue.

We can assess whether the human spinal cord maintains properties of central pattern generation such as the capacity to generate locomotor patterns in the absence of supraspinal input, the interdependence of extensor and flexor motor pools, and interlimb coordination. We can indirectly study the effect of peripheral feedback mechanisms with the interneuronal networks during locomotion by recording electromyographic (EMG) activity [29;101] from the leg muscles during manually assisted stepping using body weight support on a treadmill [11] in individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury [28;66]. In these individuals the motor patterns observed during stepping are driven by the sensory information available to the interneuronal networks of the spinal cord and are dependent on the current physiological state of the central nervous system [13;32;33;46;68]. We can also study the intrinsic neuronal organization of these networks by examining the relationship of efferent output among ipsilateral and contralateral flexors and extensors. In addition, and most importantly from a clinical perspective, we can assess whether motor output improves with task specific practice.

Our research group has studied twenty-nine individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury and observed motor patterns from leg flexors and extensors during manually assisted stepping using body weight support on a treadmill. Individuals are defined as clinically complete when they are classified using the American Spinal Injury Association scale (ASIA) as A with no sensory or motor function detectable below the level of lesion; and with no response with testing of lower leg sensory evoked potentials [25]. Individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury show significant variability in motor patterns during stepping yet at least four distinct patterns can be identified (Fig. 1). Individuals with the first pattern show minimal EMG activity limited to very few muscles regardless of variations in speed and load (Fig. 1a). The second pattern is characterized by predominant activity in several muscles of only one leg with minimal activity in the contralateral leg (Fig. 1b). The individuals who most often show this pattern during stepping show co-activation of alternating flexor and extensor activity of both limbs. The third pattern depicts low to moderate activity from several spinal segments with alternating interlimb activity of extensors and flexors. Co-activation of ipsilateral flexors and extensors is also observed (Fig. 1c). Those individuals with the fourth pattern have moderate to high activity in both legs. There is fluctuation among flexor and extensor alternation within a leg, but interlimb alternation of synergists always occurs (Fig. 1d). These individuals express more than one pattern within a stepping session; limited to the two latter patterns of higher activation (Fig. 1c, Fig. 1d). Alteration of the knee flexors and extensors occurs most often when higher levels of activity are observed in the majority of leg muscles. Co-activation of plantar- and dorsiflexors is routinely observed during the stance phase of stepping [68] and during clonus [14] after spinal cord injury. However, alternation of ankle flexors and extensors can occur, even in individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury indicating segmental influence of spinal networks can play a significant role in appropriate functional organization of motor output.

This varied response to similar afferent input generated by alternating leg loading and flexion and extension of the hip, knee and ankles suggests state-dependence of the human spinal networks. The relative amplitude of EMG activity is lower in individuals with complete spinal cord injury when compared to incomplete spinal cord injury and non-disabled individuals and may be a result of the level of activation of remaining supraspinal pathways on the spinal networks. In a series of steps with relatively similar kinetics and kinematics the level of EMG
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activity can vary with even in the absence of bursts in muscles for several steps (Fig. 2a). Interestingly, when the burst activity re-emerges, the timing and pattern remains the same, suggesting the period of locomotion may be retained even when the motor pool is inactive. This is another similar feature identified as an important component of central pattern generating networks [99].

The physiological state is likely influenced by the time since injury, extent of ongoing neuromuscular activity below the lesion, the history of anti-spasticity and other medication use [27], as well as other factors that remain undetermined. In addition, the possibility of residual supraspinal input available to the spinal networks not detectable by current clinical or routinely employed neurophysiologic methods may also influence these motor patterns [101]. The observation that the functionally isolated human spinal cord has the capacity to generate locomotor patterns demonstrates that afferent feedback related to locomotion is sufficient to produce oscillatory, rhythmic, alternating efferent output related to the phases of the step-cycle. However, further study is needed to understand the complexity of these patterns and the mechanisms that induce neural plasticity.

Also contributing to the complexity of the locomotor patterns is clonic EMG activity interspersed within the rhythmic bursts observed during stepping in individuals after spinal cord injury [14]. Clonus is oscillatory motor activity that requires non-specific, continuous afferent input [14;40;43;44]. Clonus can be isolated to a single joint and also be distributed among several segments of the lumbosacral spinal cord. It had been well accepted clinically that clonus was mediated by hyperexcitable stretch reflex as a consequence of loss of supraspinal input after neurologic injury [65;72;75;95;104], another indication that the requirement of higher centers was critical for human locomotion. Although a rapid stretch to the plantarflexors can induce clonus conceivably by Ia afferent input, a myriad of other afferent inputs can also activate clonus. After spinal cord injury, application of heat or cold, noxious stimuli, as well as simply brushing the skin can elicit clonus at a single segment or multiple segments [42;43]. Further, there is no significant correlation among muscle activity and muscle-tendon stretch during clonus [14]. The burst and intervening silent period durations of the oscillatory pattern of clonus are similar during manual stretch, standing and stepping indicating that the efferent output can be independent of the current propioceptive environment.

However, clonus at different joint segments when activated simultaneously can be mediated by sensory input. Bilateral ankle clonus elicited by manual stretch in the soleus occurs at the same frequency but in an alternating pattern [14]. However when observed during weight bearing the right and left soleus muscles are activated synchronously and when the load is immediately removed the muscle activation alternates. These results suggest that load related afferent input interacts with the local networks to modulate the timing of their activation and consequently determine the efferent pattern generated. In addition, neurologically intact humans and non-human primates that return from space exhibit clonus in their lower limbs [96] suggesting that the loss of loading, not the loss of supraspinal input is the prominent mechanism of the development of these oscillatory patterns. These results suggest that clonus is generated by internuncial oscillatory networks with inhibitory and excitatory connections that are modulated by afferent input and are capable of interlimb coordination.

**Interaction of sensory input with interneuronal networks**

The activation of the lower limb motor neurons in humans is effectively modulated by descending supraspinal input and after spinal cord injury the extent of severity of injury is estimated from the movements that individuals can generate volitionally in isolated muscle groups [24;74;108;109]. This assumption implies that the limitation of voluntary control of
individual muscle groups is the predominant factor that predicts the capacity for the recovery of walking thus emphasizing supraspinal control of locomotion. Even though the role of peripheral input in human locomotion in individuals without injury has been well documented [29;48;49], the presumption is that the effectiveness of these mechanisms is diminished after loss of supraspinal input [105;106]. However, recent evidence suggests that after human spinal cord injury, sensory input interacting with interneuronal networks plays a significant role in generating locomotor patterns [13;36;51;68;87].

In clinically incomplete and complete individuals with spinal cord injury, stepping resulted in improved motor recruitment and reciprocity between agonists and antagonists when compared to voluntary efforts intended to produce similar movements of flexion and extension of the hip, knee and ankle [87]. The level of activation of the motor pools of the legs during stepping exceeded that generated voluntarily in the absence of weight bearing. Individual muscles that could not be activated during attempts to flex or extend a single-joint or during multi-joint movements became active during stepping. Individuals with incomplete spinal cord injury with minimal residual supraspinal motor input to the spinal cord could initiate entire flexion or extension patterns, but had a limited capacity to selectively activate specific muscles of a single joint or simultaneously inhibit the antagonist. However, during stepping, alternating flexion and extension of the hip, knee and ankle occurred in these individuals indicating that the specific proprioceptive feedback related to stepping improved the efferent output. It cannot be determined in the individuals with incomplete spinal cord injury whether the motor pool recruitment during stepping was due to enhanced supraspinal control, complex processing of interneuronal networks of appropriate sensory input, or interactive spinal and supraspinal mechanisms. However, in individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury the motor pool activation must have been generated by sensory input derived from the kinematics and kinetics of the limb interacting with spinal networks.

Sensory input provides critical information to facilitate the generation of locomotor-like output by the functionally isolated human spinal cord [13;32;46;51;68;87]. Muscle-tendon length changes influence the amplitude of EMG activity in individuals with compromised supraspinal input [13;14;68;102] but cannot alone generate the level of EMG activity observed during stepping [103] The level of loading during stepping provides specific afferent cues that result in significant increases in the amplitude of motor pool activity of extensors and flexors independent of the level of supraspinal input available to the spinal networks [31;36;68;83]. Even weight bearing without movement of one leg can elicit rhythmic EMG activity timed to the loading pattern during unilateral stepping [51]. These observations are consistent with locomotor dependent group I excitation of extensors extensively studied in other species and attributed to spinally mediated mechanisms [61;88;90].

Modulation of the level of EMG activation also occurs in individuals with spinal cord injury at the same loading condition within a series of steps. This indicates that other afferent systems not closely linked to limb loading such as hip joint position [3;4;64;80-82], contralateral limb information [15;16], and cutaneous stimulation [1;2;47] may also modulate motor pool activation. Temporal and spatial distribution of load related input also plays an important role in the generation of motor patterns during stepping when supraspinal input is limited [13]. Velocity-dependent modulation of locomotor patterns was observed in individuals without detectable supraspinal input available to spinal networks. EMG amplitudes were higher and burst durations shorter in faster stepping velocities in individuals stepping regardless of available input from higher centers to the spinal networks; similar to observations during locomotion in spinalized [3;55;56] and intact animals [59]. These results demonstrate that the rate at which afferent input is delivered to the central nervous system may be important in more complex regulation of efferent patterns.
The spinal networks also have the capacity to modulate interlimb coordination [51]. The human spinal networks can utilize sensory information about contralateral leg movements and loading to increase muscle activation even when there is no limb movement. Movement and loading in one limb can produce rhythmic muscle activity in the other limb even when it is stationary and unloaded in individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury. Load related information in the contralateral leg is necessary to produce these rhythmic patterns. In addition, when sudden changes occur in one leg there are immediate responses in the EMG pattern of the other leg (Fig. 2b). These results demonstrate that modulated rhythmic motor activity can be generated in the absence of immediate afferent feedback directly from the leg and without detectable supraspinal input. This indicates that spinal networks can integrate complex sensory information and modulate interlimb coordination during stepping suggesting mechanisms that may be similar to those observed in mammalian spinal interneuronal systems [20;77;78;79].

Our finding that EMG amplitude increased with limb loading, not with limb movement, was not observed in another study using robotics to provide the assistance of the hips and legs through the stepping movements on a treadmill [36]. They also studied a unilateral stepping condition with rhythmic limb loading on the stationary contralateral leg and found no rhythmic EMG bursts in the non-stepping leg with individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury. Two significant differences between the studies were the slower speed of stepping and lower level of loading. Faster stepping speeds and greater limb loads enhance sensory feedback to the spinal cord and increase muscle activation amplitudes in humans with clinically complete spinal cord injury [13;68]. This suggests that the closer stepping kinematics and kinetics are to normal walking; the stronger the influence of contralateral locomotor neural pathways on muscle activation. These results indicate that the patterns generated by the functionally isolated human spinal cord during stepping are not produced by a sequential series of responses to immediate afferent feedback but rather the ensemble of the sensory feedback that is continuously integrated and interpreted to culminate in the efferent output.

**Functional reorganization of interneuronal networks with task specific practice**

Repetitive presentation of specific sensory information can functionally reorganize the spinal networks even in the absence of supraspinal input. However, the recovery of walking overground has not been successful in individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury [23;32;33;66]. Spinal transected cats have the ability to regain hindlimb stepping on a treadmill with repetitive training [7;9;10;26;86] and this training is enhanced with application of perianal stimulation and drug application. The analogous studies in humans involve individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury using manually assisted stepping using trainers [23;32;33;37] and more recently using robotic devices [22;36;70;76;97;112] without routine use of pharmacological agents or direct sacral stimulation. There appears to be consistency in the report of the literature that sustainable changes in the locomotor pattern are observed in individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury, however the variability of the initial patterns, the complexity of the reorganization, and the inability to sustain complete independent stepping have made the task of interpreting these changes difficult.

The most consistent result in individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury is their ability to significantly bear more weight during standing and stepping as the training progresses [23;32;33;37]. Leg extensor EMG has also been reported to increase in some individuals during stepping with training [23;35]. Direct evidence demonstrating whether this effect is due to a fundamental change in the interneuronal networks response to afferent stimuli or simply to the immediate feedback to greater loading on the leg cannot be attained since it is unsafe to test these individuals prior to training at full weight bearing due to muscle atrophy and bone weakness. However, indirect statistical methods suggest that higher extensor EMG amplitudes
after locomotor training cannot be solely attributed to immediate response to load receptor feedback [23;35]. These increases in EMG amplitudes were not sustained when repetitive training was discontinued [111].

We recently reported preliminary results indicating more complex reorganization of the interneuronal networks after stand and step training (unpublished observations). Distinct patterns were observed among individuals who were trained to stand unilaterally, stand bilaterally or step providing evidence for activity-dependent plasticity that appears to be dependent on the pattern of repetitive kinematic and kinetic activity that is presented to the spinal networks. Individuals who were trained to either stand or step also showed phase dependent modulation of reflexes in the absence of detectable supraspinal influence during stepping. However, due to the complexity and variability of the initial locomotor patterns, the relatively low numbers of individuals that can be reasonably studied, the inability to control factors such as levels of anti-spasticity medication, time since injury, injury characteristics, age, gender, overall physical condition and other related factors, further investigation is needed. It is remarkable that consistent findings have been reported among individuals in different laboratories given the multitude of variables that cannot be controlled in the human model. Clearly task specific, activity-dependent plasticity can occur in the functionally isolated spinal cord months and even years after injury. Further studies are needed to understand the mechanisms underlying this plasticity and how to drive reorganization most effectively for functional improvement.

**Clinical Implications**

Locomotor Training is a rehabilitative strategy that has evolved from animal and humans studies focused on the neural plasticity of the spinal cord [5;6;8;28;35]. Task-specific sensorimotor stimulation that functionally reorganizes the central nervous system is the key to the effectiveness of Locomotor Training as a rehabilitative intervention. Evidence from animals and humans provides several practical parameters that can be modified by therapists to influence muscle activation patterns. Optimizing load-related and contralateral sensory input can be used during retraining of the nervous system and in instructing patients to take advantage of these sensory cues to improve motor output when attempting leg movement, standing and stepping. Also, the relationship between voluntary control of specific muscles and the ability to recover standing and walking is much lower than previously considered, especially in conditions where sensory input is optimized for the specific motor task [87]. The presence of clonus and spasticity may also now be considered as a positive indication that neural networks are active and have the potential for functional reorganization, rather than as a consequence of loss of supraspinal input that prohibits recovery of motor function that should be eliminated by pharmacological or surgical interventions [14;30].

Locomotor Training as a rehabilitative strategy has been successful for many people with acute and chronic incomplete spinal cord injury, however varied results are reported [12;38;45;50;52-54;58;71;73;107;110;112]. This variability may be due to the differences among therapists in the relative level of knowledge of the principles underlying retraining of the nervous system, their skill in applying these principles and the effectiveness of the decisions that are made to progress the recovery as well as the intensity and duration of the intervention. Therapists who are aware of the potential of the spinal networks and sensory signals to modulate muscle activation patterns will have the best chance of optimizing Locomotor Training for their patients. Implementing Locomotor Training in the clinic is in the relatively early stages of development and future efforts should focus on education, training and establishing standards. Optimizing the protocols for specific patient populations is continually evolving as we simultaneously learn more from ongoing studies. Efficient and effective translation of scientific
and clinical evidence to routine clinical practice will take collaborative efforts among scientists, clinicians and administrators.

The functionally isolated human spinal cord has the capacity to generate locomotor patterns with appropriate afferent input. However, even those individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury that show alternating and rhythmic EMG in hip, knee and ankle cannot sustain overground walking. Even though some independent steps can be taken on the treadmill with BWS this requires several minutes of manually assisted stepping before an adequate pattern emerges to sustain independent leg movements. Even when independent steps occur on the treadmill they cannot be sustained for longer than a few minutes. Overground it is physically prohibitive to the therapists to be able to introduce a series of manually assisted steps that provides the appropriate sensory inflow to initiate a sufficient locomotor pattern for independence. The relative amplitude of EMG activity is lower and alternation of flexors and extensors of the knee and ankle occur less often when compared to individuals with clinically incomplete spinal cord injury and non-disabled individuals. This suggests that although a significant control of locomotion can occur at the level of spinal interneuronal networks the level of sustainable excitability of these networks is still lacking presumably from the loss of supraspinal influence. Future studies should focus on approaches to increase the central state of excitability and may include neural repair strategies, pharmacological interventions [5;33; 58;98;107] or epidural stimulation [69;91-93] in combination with Locomotor Training.
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Figure 1.
Representative electromyographic (μV, microvolts) patterns during stepping in individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury. (A) Minimal to no motor output; (B) Moderate motor output unilaterally; (C) Low amplitude motor output bilaterally; (D) Moderate amplitude motor output bilaterally.
Figure 2.
Representative electromyographic (µV, microvolts) patterns during stepping in individuals with clinically complete spinal cord injury. (A) Intermittent rhythmical burst activation of the medial hamstrings (MH) and vastus lateralis (VL) with consistent timing during the stepcycle; (B) Increased activation of the left flexors following unloading and reduction of the contralateral extensors.